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Is this answer helpful?

Yes The LCROSS mission that NASA conducted revealed gold
on the moon. It was essentially a rocket crashing into the moon
and scientist analyzed the particles blown into the atmosphere.
After reviewing the data NASA determined that there is gold on
the moon.

www.answers.com/Q/Is_there_gold_on_the_moon
Is there gold on the moon - Answers.com

NASA Strikes Gold and Water On the Moon - Slashdot
https://science.slashdot.org/story/10/10/21/234229/nasa-strikes...
tcd004 writes "The PBS NewsHour reports: there is water on the moon â€” along with a
long list of other compounds, including mercury, gold and silver. That's according to a
more detailed analysis of the cold lunar soil near the moon's South Pole.

Is there gold on the moon? | Yahoo Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080104130017AAn9T4B

Gold
Gold is a chemical
element with symbol
Au and atomic number
79, making it one of
the higher atomiâ€¦

Wikipedia

Melting point: 1,948°F (1,064°C)

Symbol: Au

Atomic number: 79

Boiling point: 5,378°F (2,970°C)

Electron configuration: [Xe] 4f14 5d10
6s1

Atomic mass: 196.966569 ± 0.000004 u
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platinum on the moon

is there gold on mars

gold moon meaning

is there gold in georgia

is there gold in tennessee

how much gold is there

1 2 3 4 5

Jan 03, 2008 · In theory there is gold on the moon. When a star explodes, implodes,
whatever, the atoms within a star are densely packed and protons and neutrons transfer
between atoms. Exploding causes these reactions to occur even faster and more
violently, giving us elements such as

Is there gold on Mars? | Yahoo Answers Jan 20, 2013Status: Resolved

Are there any precious metals like gold or silver on tâ€¦Jul 22, 2009Status: Resolved

Could there be an asteroid or planet made of pure goâ€¦Jan 07, 2009Status: Resolved

Could Gold or Diamonds exist on the moon? | Yahoâ€¦Mar 17, 2008Status: Resolved

See more results

How much gold is on the moon? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/How-much-gold-is-on-the-moon
How much gold is on the moon? Update Cancel. ... But even if you found an enormous
stash of gold on the Moon, the cost of going there to mine it and refine it ...

Billionaire And NASA Set To Mine The Moon For Gold -
â€¦
yournewswire.com › Sci/Environment
Home Sci/Environment Billionaire And NASA Set To Mine The Moon For Gold ...
â€œUnlike here on Earth, thereâ€™s no GPS on the moon to tell us this, ...

Is there gold on the moon - Answers
www.answers.com › â€¦ › The Solar System › Planet Earth › The Moon
Yes The LCROSS mission that NASA conducted revealed gold on the moon. It was
essentially a rocket crashing into the moon and scientist analyzed the.

Proof Positive There Was Gold on the Moon, by Peter ...
https://www.creators.com/.../proof-positive-there-was-gold-on-the-moon
Wise public relations scrapped the plan. It would be bad if the Russians beat us to the
moon but far worse if a purposefully stranded U.S. astronaut died there.

Gold and platinum offer clues about the moon's â€¦
phys.org › Astronomy & Space › Space Exploration
Gold and platinum offer clues about the moon's mysterious tilt ... some of them should
have hit the moon and deposited gold and platinum there, too.

Is there gold on the moon? | Yahoo Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20140316174114AAe5Kum
Mar 16, 2014 · Yes of course there is gold but gold is a heavy element and would've
drifted down into the mantle and core. On Earth volcanic events brought greater
concentrations of gold to where we could mine it and the same would've happened on the
Moon, even though it is a lot less geologically active, it still has volcanic events, the â€¦
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